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With a multilayered approach that incorporates reference 
counts, alongside traditional collection development metrics, 
outliers from any single data source can be easily identified and 
investigated, and a clearer picture of local usage, impact, and demand 
begins to emerge.

Pastva, Joelen, Jonathan Shank, Karen E. Gutzman, Madhuri Kaul, and Ramune K. Kubilius. 2018. “Capturing and Analyzing 
Publication, Citation, and Usage Data for Contextual Collection Development”. The Serials Librarian 74 (1-4): 102–10. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/0361526x.2018.1427996
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How is Usage Measured?
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Enriching data-driven collection development approaches with new evidence 

Circulation In-house usage Cost-per-use Publication data

ILL requests Growth in size E-resource usage Citation data



Alma Integrates with Journal 
Citation Reports



Journal Citation Reports (JCR) from Web of Science  
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“Journal Citation Reports™
(JCR) provides you with the 
transparent, high-quality data 
and statistics you need to 
make confident decisions in 
today’s evolving scholarly 
publishing landscape”

Assess the world’s leading journals with publisher-neutral data 



Journal Citation Reports (JCR)
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Journal Impact Factor (JIF)

Journal Citation Indicator (JCI)

Ensure your library collections support rigorous research and teaching

Understand a journal’s role 
and influence within the 
global research community 
by exploring a rich array of 
citation metrics 
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Alma and Journal Citation Reports Integration

Embed journal intelligence 
directly in your Alma 

workflows 

The new Journal Citation 
Reports Cloud App will 
display Journal Citation 

Indicator (JCI) for a set of 
titles within the Alma 

interface 

The app also provides a 
link to multidimensional 

profiles in Journal 
Citation Reports 



Display of the JCR Metrics in Alma
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Alma Integrates with InCites 
Benchmarking & Analytics



InCites Benchmarking & Analytics by Clarivate 
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Normalized citation impact of co-authored papers for top collaborators

Helping organizations optimize their 
position in the research landscape

Benchmark research to peers

Assess collaborations

Enhance collection development 
reporting

Inform decisions with an unbiased, 
meticulously indexed data foundation



Integrating Resources to Support Librarian Workflows
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See collection needs and usage across 
your organization 

Monitor the evolution of collections 
according to research area, open access 
and publishers 

Complement traditional measures of 
usage with bibliometric data 
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What Can InCites Reports Reveal?

New subscription 
recommendations

Specialized needs 
by department

Validation of title 
requests

Identify journals outside of your 
current collection that have 
high publication or citation 
activity associated with your 
researchers and investigate 
whether they should be part of 
your collection 

Filter reports by 250+ research 
areas to assess local needs as 
well as finding areas of high 
cross-disciplinary activity 

Supplement ILL request data 
with cited reference counts, 
which in some cases 
outnumber loan requests and 
can serve as a “more reliable 
indicator of campus demand”*

*Capturing and Analyzing Publication, Citation, and 
Usage Data for Contextual Collection Development

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/0361526X.2018.1427996
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/0361526X.2018.1427996


Live Demo



Get Enhanced Collection Development Reporting
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Mutual customers can opt-in via Alma to share their holdings information with InCites and gain 
access to new, custom, pre-configured collection development report 

Step 2:Step 1:
Toggle on the ‘Share data with Web of 
Science’ option in the JCR cloud app

Activate the JCR cloud app from the 
Alma Cloud App Center



How to Access InCites
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Sign in or register as a new user to take full advantage of all personalization features, such as 
sharing reports and managing your dashboard 



How to Access Alma Collection Report
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Select your Alma 
Collection Report and 
start filtering, refining, 
and getting insight from 
the data 



Explore Publication and Citation Trends in the Context of 
Your Holdings 
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Gain unique insight into 
how faculty interacts with 
publications within and 
outside of your collection 
based on published 
papers, citation activity, 
and other indicators 



Simplify complex citation 
analyses with pre-built 
reports that can be 
filtered and saved for 
future use

Create Easily Reproducible Citation Analyses
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Create Easily Reproducible Citation Analyses
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• Identify the journals your 
researchers cite most – a  
strong indicator of 
usefulness to your 
community 

• Discover the journals 
that frequently cite your 
researchers 



Opt-In via Alma Today!
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Log into Alma and opt in to share your 
holdings with the InCites team today 

Access new Alma Collection Reports 
with the next data release (monthly) in 
InCites

1

2
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Clarivate and its logo, as well as all other 
trademarks used herein are trademarks of their 
respective owners and used under license.

About Clarivate

Clarivate is the leading global information services provider. We connect people and organizations to intelligence they can trust to transform their 
perspective, their work and our world. Our subscription and technology-based solutions are coupled with deep domain expertise and cover the areas 
of Academia & Government, Life Sciences & Healthcare and Intellectual Property. For more information, please visit clarivate.com

Erez.Shabo@clarivate.com 

Thank You!

http://clarivate.com/
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